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UK nuclear today

20% of UK electricity needs

• 15 operating reactors

• ~40% of the UK’s low-carbon electricity

Nuclear New Build 

• EPR (Hinkley Point C), to schedule 

Decommissioning Sector

• ~£3Bn expenditure across 17 NDA sites

Nuclear Sector Deal 

• Government commitment to sector 

• 30% Cost reduction in nuclear new build

• 20% cost reduction in decommissioning

• Long-term innovation to enable growth 

• Advanced Nuclear Technologies 

Regulator funding 

• Capability development 

• GDA revision - advanced systems 

Generation IV International Forum 

• UK re-joined (SFR and VHTR) 

Nuclear Innovation Programme 

• Phase 2 (May 2019 – March 2021) 

• Vendor and Supply chain developments

– AMR Competition 

– Phase 2 (July 2019 – March 2021)



Committee on Climate change

• UK delivering zero net carbon emissions by 2050 

• Electrification key route to delivery 

• Electrical demand predicted to rise from 350 TWh to 600 TWh to 

achieve zero emissions by 2050 

• Could require a 7-fold increase in offshore wind capacity, 

alongside a large carbon capture and storage (CCS) fleet and/or 

nuclear:

– 5 – 8 GW/year of renewables and

– 1 – 2 GW / year of low carbon energy (including 

nuclear and carbon capture and storage)

– In addition, a further 1 – 2 GW / year of mid-merit low 

carbon energy will need to be built (i.e. systems that can 

ramp up within an hour to deal with the intermittency of 

renewables) 

• Generating hydrogen and decarbonising heat will also result in 

substantial additional low carbon energy demands



UK Government

• Set a legal target for the UK to meet zero carbon 

emissions by 2050

• Committed to tackling climate change through clean 

growth – cutting emissions while seizing the benefits of 

the low carbon economy 

• Nuclear could be fundamental to any future 

decarbonised energy system, but not at any price 

• Advanced Nuclear Technologies could offer cost-

effective solutions 

• UK government believes that the market is best placed 

to identify and bring forward cost-effective Advanced 

Nuclear Technologies

• However, given uncertainties about the future, the 

government is prepared to intervene to provide 

insurance and preserve optionality 



UK Government

Regulatory 
Readiness

Up to £12m to build 
capability and 
capacity

GDA Optimisation 
for small and 
advanced reactors

Vendor engagement

Finance

Consider 
recommendations 
from the Expert 
Finance Working 
Group

Siting & Land 
Access

Role of HMG in 
enabling sites

Process to be 
announced soon

International 
Engagement

UK re-joining GIF

Participation in 
Nuclear Innovation: 
Clean Energy (NICE) 
Future

Bilateral cooperation 
e.g UK-Poland IGC

Supply Chain 
Development

£20m for Advanced 
Manufacturing & 
Construction 
Programme

Research & the 
AMR 
Competition

Underpinning “need-
case” for small 
nuclear

Up to £44m for 
Advanced Modular 
Reactor (AMR) 
Programme



Regulatory Readiness

• Nuclear regulation, licencing and permitting 

processes are crucial enablers

• Regulatory system for new rectors must be 

robust, provide public confidence and enable 

innovation

• Helping Advanced Reactor Companies to be 

ready to participate in the UK’s formal 

regulatory processes

• A regulatory process that can accommodate 

Advanced Reactor companies

• ONR & EA are:

– reviewing guidance and processes

• Modernising GDA

• Process for SMRs/AMRs to enter GDA

– Building capability and capacity

• £12million

– Pre-GDA/Licencing engagement

• Vendors to better understand UK 

regulatory expectations

– Collaborating with overseas regulators to 

share experiences, knowledge and good 

practice

– AMR phase 1 review of licenceability



Generic Design Assessment
• The objective for GDA is to provide confidence that the proposed 

design can be constructed, operated and decommissioned in GB, 

meeting the high standards of safety, security and environmental 

protection. 

• For the Requesting Party (RP), this reduces uncertainty and project 

risk regarding the design, safety and security cases, acting as an 

enabler to future regulatory activities, such as licensing and permitting

• Separates generic and site specific issues, where construction on a 

number of different sites is possible or where such detailed information 

is not yet available

Modernising GDA
• ONR to conduct its assessment in three steps (as for EA currently), 

and changed emphasis of steps

• Greater emphasis on earlier engagement and agreement of scope / 

submissions throughout process

• Enhancement of flexibility in the assessment activities

• Potential for additional outputs (as well as the DAC & SoDA)

• Explicit opportunities to make better and more effective use of existing 

submissions (e.g., to other regulators)

• Updated versions will  be available online ahead of commencing future 

GDAs

Improved GDA Structure and Timeline 



Finance

• 2 key factors dominate the economics of 

nuclear power projects
– Capital cost

– Cost of capital

• Expert Finance Working Group EFWG set up 

to consider:
– Barriers to investment

– Role of government in enabling small nuclear projects

– Risk profile and allocation of risk

• differs from a GW scale project

• Inc proportion of factory build improves 

programme delivery cost and schedule certainty

• Reduce construction from 6-8yrs. to 2.5-4yrs.

• Scale of investment <£2.5Bn

• EFWG view that the improved risk profile and scale of investment should open up the 

market to utilities, energy intensive industries and private investors 

• EFWG recommendations include:
– Modernising GDA process

– Investing in advanced manufacturing

– Engaging the finance and investment community

www.gov.uk/government/groups/expert-

finance-working-group-on-small-reactors



Siting and Land Access
• Siting factors considered

– The suitability of sites to host the technical requirements 

of reactors

– The commercial arrangements for buying or leasing a 

site and the economic appeal for a developer to set up in 

any given place

– The planning regimes where decision to allow 

construction are taken

• Energy Technologies Institute (ETI) – Power 

Plant Siting Study findings:
– The need for less cooling water - likely to open up the 

option for inland sites as well as coastal sites where 

large nuclear power stations in the UK tend to be 

located.

– www.eti.co.uk/programmes/nuclear/power-plant-siting-

study

• ETI – Nuclear Cost Drivers Project
– Potential for increasing cost efficiencies by co-locating 

multiple reactors on the same site – may make larger 

sites more commercially desirable, potentially 

introducing competition for the more limited options 

available for GW scale projects.

– www.eti.co.uk/library/the-eti-nuclear-cost-drivers-project-

summary-report



Public Perception

Governments Public Attitudes Tracker:
• Support and opposition for nuclear power in general steady fo several years
• Finds that 38% of those asked support nuclear
• Opposition from 22%
• Awareness of SMRs is low (16% have heard something about them - a level consistent with other nuclear issues (e.g. 

geological disposal)

BEIS planning public dialogue project on ANTs working with Partners and independent academics
• Aim to carry out dialogue this year 

Need to build a “social licence” if advanced technologies are to happen

Commissioned an independent review of how previous studies took 

perceptions of SMR and AMR technologies into account to establish a 

baseline understanding, finding:
• Very little engagement has been carried out on SMRs, AMRs

• Consistent themes;

• Acceptance there may be advantages but these not fully understood

• Safety features  not understood and perception of ANT’s being less safe is held by small 

minority

• Opportunity to recycle nuclear waste is considered environmentally beneficial



International Collaboration

Fundamental part of UK policy to realise the 

opportunities of Advanced nuclear Technologies
• Opportunities for scientists and engineers

• Regulators – set standards that minimise additional costs when advanced reactors 

cross boarders

• Supply chains – international delivery

• Research and Development – ensure that nuclear energy is affordable and a 

deliverable low carbon option and improving safety, security, environmental and 

radiation protection issues.

2018/19 activities:
• Re-joining Gen IV international forum in 2018

• Initial participation in SFR and HTGR technologies

• Signing and initiation of the UK-US R&D action plan

• Signing UK-Japan Clean Energy MOC

• Participation in the Clean Energy Ministerial – policy makers brochure (opposite)

• Engaged in all 8 of the OECD NEA standing committees

• Participation in Euratom Fission/Fusion research and training programme

• Engaging with the IAEA and its nuclear research activities



Innovation opportunities – what the UK is doing

Innovation in designs – reducing capital cost and increasing delivery certainty

Small Modular Reactors

UK Government are “…exploring whether advanced nuclear 

technologies, such as small modular reactors, could be an 

important source of low carbon energy in the future and are 

considering a proposal from a UK Consortium led by Rolls 

Royce that would result in a significant joint investment
Rt Hon Greg Clark MP, UK Secretary of State for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, 

Jan 19

SMRs designed to:

• introducing passive safety techniques which eliminates the need 

for complex safety systems and associated infrastructure;

• standardisation of as much of the plant as possible to minimise 

variations and maximise productivity during manufacture and 

construction; in particular adopting a commodity approach to BOP 

components;

• modular factory build - moving construction activities to factories 

thereby removing construction risk and the need for highly skilled 

workforce on site for a long time;

• significant reduction in civil groundworks; simpler design 

resulting in  smaller footprints and shorter site preparation and in 

turn lower cost.

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/advanced-nuclear-technologies/advanced-nuclear-technologies

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/advanced-nuclear-technologies/advanced-nuclear-technologies


Regulatory 

• Formally expressed intent to enter UK ONR GDA process

Market 

• Directed development of deployment options in each of our target 

markets by region (Central/Eastern Europe, Middle East, North 

America)

Customers

• Development of novel commercial financing models to lower barriers to 

entry for a wider range of customer organisations

Future energy system 

• Modelling of the economic benefits of our SMR within the future zero 

carbon energy system (e.g. Hydrogen, CHP)

Next steps

• UK energy policy

• IAEA GRSR (General Reactor Safety Review)

• Enter GDA

UK SMR 
consortium 
recent 
developments 
and next steps

SMR in a future energy system

Broader global customer base

Innovation for benefit



Entering development phase

Funding

Activities
Building of 

consortium

Marketing & 

opportunity 

assessment

Development of 

basic design

Cost review

Pre-Licensing, 

Safety & 

Security

URENCO, Govt

and Partners

€20-25M

Phase 2

€20-30M

Phase 3

€80-100M

Development of 

detailed design
Construction of first-of-

a-kind (FOAK)

Deployment of 

business in 

target 

geographies

DevelopmentMarketing Deployment

URENCO

Seed 

funding

€5M

Project 

Financing

Total ~€120-160M (equity, debt, matched funding, grants

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 20282015/6 20182017 2019 2029

Licensing

UK GDA plus site 

or Canada site

2030

Commercial 

viability of fuel 

cycle

Independent review by Pacific 

Northwest National Lab 

confirms “no serious nuclear 

proliferation obstacles to 

deployment of the system in 

remote locations“



Research and Development

Approx. 4 year budget



Gov sponsored R&D – Nuclear Innovation Programme



Advanced Nuclear Technologies

“SMRs” based on evolutionary designs of existing commercial 

systems 

• Maximise potential for factory build and modularisation 

• Integrated (iSMRs) and non-integrated (SMRs) 

2018 - UK launches £56 million AMR programme 

• Recognises potential for advanced designs (i.e. not water-

cooled) 

• Focus upon Advanced Modular Reactors designs to deliver 

greater benefits around: 

– Cost competitiveness 

– Flexible supply 

– Provision of high grade heat 

– Reduced volumes of spent fuel 

• AMRs generally Gen. IV systems; however, BEIS definition 

includes other designs (including fusion) 

Advanced 
Modular 
Reactors

• HTGRS

• Fast 
Spectrum

• Molten Salt

• Novel 
applications

Smaller 
Conventional 
Reactors

• “SMRS”

• Water-cooled

• On-grid 
electricity



AMR competition

Sodium cooled fast 

reactor
High temperature 

reactor

Lead cooled fast 

reactor

Molten Salt 

Reactor

Fusion Reactor

High temperature 

reactor

High temperature 

reactor

• Phase 1 (Feasibility Study): Up to £4 million funding to carry out a series of 

feasibility studies for AMR designs (to January 2019) to deliver benefits around: 
– Cost competitiveness 

– Flexible supply 

– Provision of high grade heat 

– Reduced volumes of spent fuel 

http://www.arcnuclear.com/
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiMw7f84N7eAhUQThoKHR9iC_EQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.linkedin.com/company/dbd-ltd&psig=AOvVaw2_dRQprIWbnX_lByS6P588&ust=1542658498207760
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi3z7jk4d7eAhUSCxoKHd7jDfUQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=http://www.innoenergy.com/janne-wallenius-ceo-of-supported-start-up-leadcold-appointed-as-one-of-swedens-10-most-innovative-entrepreneurs-in-2016/&psig=AOvVaw0Uny3FNzWTy8iKu0V9DG8T&ust=1542658693027342
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi7qbH84d7eAhXKxoUKHd6tA_4QjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://twitter.com/moltexenergy&psig=AOvVaw1blhzltc_Z8ypfLtJVt0Jg&ust=1542658790862456
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjs_vqZ4t7eAhUpx4UKHZ7-AXYQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://midven.co.uk/company/tokamak-solutions/&psig=AOvVaw3Jlj472qxOcWigp9qtIus2&ust=1542658852387115
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwirou-w4t7eAhXp4IUKHYLuArwQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.u-battery.com/&psig=AOvVaw2m6LHMXQtkB8S5ih-U9131&ust=1542658901566451
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjwtI_N4t7eAhVHzRoKHX8lBhoQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.cleantechalliance.org/cleantech-innovation-showcase/&psig=AOvVaw1exYLBY1_m2OHJH6esCU91&ust=1542658959957531


AMR competition

Phase 1 aims

• A robust suite of information against common criteria for assessing AMRs 

with key technical challenges and barriers to deployment identified

• Understand the technical feasibility, timelines, energy system benefits and key risks

• Understand the regulatory confidence of developing and deploying AMR designs in 

the UK

• Identified opportunities for the UK supply chain in AMR development in the UK or 

overseas

• Identify opportunities for working with international partners

• Validated projections of the resource requirements for the commercialisation of 

designs

• A business case for further R&D to overcome priority technical challenges and 

barriers to the deployment of AMRs, which will form Phase 2 of the AMR Feasibility 

and Development research initiative



Low cost electricity

Westinghouse UK Ltd
Lead Cooled Fast Reactor (LFR)
300MWe FOAK then 450MWe NOAK
UO2 enriched or MOX fuel

Leadcold, SEALERUK (Small, Economic and Agile Lead-cooled
Reactors for the UK)
Lead Cooled Fast Reactor (SFR), 55MWe
Uranium Nitride fuel

Advanced Reactor Concepts LLC,
ARC-100, 100MWe
Sodium Cooled Fast Reactor (SFR)
U enriched metal alloy fuel

Increased functionality e.g. heat

Ultra Safe Nuclear Corporation 
High Temperature ‘Micro Modular Reactor’ (HTR)
24MWe
UO2 kernel, TRISO in an SiC matrix  (FCM pellet)
Coolant, Helium
Moderator, Graphite

DBD Ltd
High Temperature Reactor (HTR), 100MWe
UO2 kernel, TRISO in graphite pebble
Coolant, Helium
Moderator, Graphite

U-Battery Developments Ltd
High Temperature Reactor (HTR), 4MWe
UO2 kernal, TRISO, prismatic
Coolant, Primary – Helium, Secondary – Nitrogen
Moderator, graphite

Tokamak Energy Ltd, the spherical tokamak
Fusion Reactor (FR)
Deuterium and Lithium fuel
Coolant, Lithium

Increased flexibility

Moltex Energy Limited
UK Stable Salt Reactor, 1 to 3 GWe
Molten Salt Reactor (MSR)
Fuel, NaCl based
Coolant, ZrF based



Cost reduction

Lessons from the past

Figures from ETI cost drivers report: Capitalised cost breakdown of the US 

PWR benchmark & comparison of capitalised costs across genre of 

technologies



Cost competitive

Technical innovation is identified to enable advanced 

technology that, in turn, makes it possible to reduce capital 

costs, operational costs, deliver flexibility and alternative 

applications of heat and waste management

• new fuels, core materials and coolants that are key to achieving 

higher energy densities and/or passive safety; and/or longer 

burn times

• safety systems that simplify designs, reduce building costs 

and reduce operational costs

• heat exchangers and turbines that make power conversion 

more efficient

• incorporation of large scale energy storage systems (increase 

revenue)

• Modular construction, with the potential for faster build time

• new types of components to enable all of the above

• factories that enable volume production of a standardised 

design 

• Designed in seismic isolation, reduces site specific construction 

costs , reactors sited below grade that aim to reduce 

construction costs

AMR vendors are targeting a cost 

reduction of over 50% (considering 

capital cost compared to reference 

PWR)

Figure from ETI cost drivers report not AMR vendors



Flexible output

AMR technologies that increase system flexibility by adding ‘large scale’ 
thermal storage which can be used to load follow without reducing reactor 
output.

• The plants (reactors and heat stores) are designed to supply electricity 
during periods of the day when electricity demands peak and prices are 
highest and recharge energy storage systems when prices are lowest.

• Energy storage systems are based on technologies being developed in 
related energy sectors (e.g. Molten Salts solar storage systems), but have 
not yet been deployed for a nuclear reactor.

• The cost of increasing capacity through storage is comparatively 
less than increasing the size of the reactor.

• The electrical output is potentially higher compared to that of the reactor 
alone but is available less than 24hrs in a day.

• Vendor estimates suggest that it is possible to design a flexible load 
following plant that realises more revenue, compared to selling electricity 
at annual prices alone.  



Decarbonising industrial sector
HTR designs propose to contribute to decarbonisation of industry alongside other low 

carbon technologies such as Gas or Biomass combined with Carbon Capture 

Underground Storage (Gas-CCUS).

• High temperature steam and/or electricity replacing traditional carbon feedstocks used 

in industrial processes (e.g. glass, paper, ceramics, cement, chemicals, hydrogen).

– AMR vendors are proposing to harness a lower temperature copper-chloride thermo 

chemical process, to produce hydrogen that requires heat at temperatures ~500oC.

• Inherent safety features of HTRs could enable reduced EPZ, industry co-location, 

remote operation.
– Vendors have identified several hundred industrial sites around the UK that could benefit from provision 

of an alternative low carbon heat source and/or electricity and have an interest from several energy 

intensive industries.

– For some industrial users there is a challenge for a nuclear solution to meet all of the process heat 

needs (e.g. up to 1000°C), otherwise they would still need to install CCS as well.  Other users may be 

amenable to nuclear supplying heat to a sub-set of their process.

• Micro HTR reactors that are not grid scale, are below 30MWth in output and target a 

different niche market compared to other designs
– remote locations (where transportation of fuel make power expensive) and off-grid independent power 

plants,

– a UK heat market predicated on the emergence of demand for nuclear to supply industrial processes 

heat and/or hydrogen.



Fuel Cycle Parity

Fuel cycle costs are assumed to be similar to those of a similarly 
sized PWR, considering

• availability of suitable enriched uranium or plutonium or U/Pu/Am 
derived from spent fuel

• fuel plant costs (considered additional to FOAK costs)

• waste management routes and infrastructure need to be available

– will require development of a Waste Acceptance Criteria for 
storage and eventual disposal

• waste management & decommissioning costs similar to PWRs

– but noting that there could be significant additional volumes 
of coolant waste that requires treatment and disposal and 
additional activated waste materials



AMR competition

11 Themes considered by technical disciplines: Fuel & Core, Fault analysis, internal hazards, external hazards, structural integrity,

mechanical engineering & transport, control and instrumentation, electrical engineering, civil engineering,  nuclear liabilities,

chemistry, Rad. Protection, projects, security, safeguards, environment



R&D plans for AMRs

• Huge scope for innovation

– Systems and components

– Supply chain opportunities

– Commercial incentive to generate IP

• Leverage historical expertise and data

– Key to accelerating designs that are based on historical prototypes

• Significant international collaboration planned

– Drawing on multiple government backed capabilities and laboratories

– International experiments for systems, components and fuel 

qualification

– Goals to deliver FOAK in China, Canada, US & UK

• Ambitious timelines will require success in the above



Some initial observations on AMR designs

• Designs will develop further to mitigate, through several diverse lines of 

defence, against faults and accidents and/or to control the potential for 

contamination at source 

• The selection of materials and fuels may change as operational testing 

experience is gained (e.g. for fuel performance)

• Disposal routes for the fuel and core components need to be developed so 

they are compatible with the GDF design



AMR competition

Phase 2 - design development funding

• up to £40 million available to selected projects to support development 

activities

• a further £5 million may also be made available for regulators to support 

(July 2019-March 2021) 

Objectives

• Development of key components and sub-components

• Validates the technical feasibility and cost projections

• Supports a development plan that will facilitate commercial deployment

• Scalable options between ￡5m and ￡10m



What next

Later this year an Energy White Paper is expected to set out:

– A new approach to financing large scale new nuclear.

– The role SMRs have to play in the energy mix of the future.

– Outcomes of AMR R&D and next steps. 

– Further developments of the SMR & AMR framework.



NIRAB Report (Nuclear Innovation Research Advisory Board)

Key Messages

• A broad role for nuclear - going beyond baseload. Flexible 

supply, domestic and industrial heat, hydrogen.

• Urgent action is needed - to accelerate the development 

and demonstration of technologies that can service new 

applications and markets.

• Government support – is already having an impact  (e.g. 

NIP).  NIRAB recommend over the next spending review 

(2021-26) Government consider investing up to £1 billion to 

accelerate and enable the private sector to commercialise 

new products.

• Effective delivery of the Nuclear Innovation Programme

– a delivery body needs to be assigned with responsibility 

for the strategic direction, delivery and integration of the NIP 

to maximise value for money



NIRAB recommendation



NIRAB recommends investment



daniel.p.mathers@niro.org.uk
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